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I know, I know, it’s only been a week or so since I last sent out a newsletter, but things 

are really kicking off. This is a good month earlier than usual and anyone with any 

interest in collecting mushrooms ought to know. And similarly important is a bit of legal 

advice prior to the inevitable annual rubbish which is about to come out in the papers 

about Hugh F-W -inspired Polish pickers illegally stripping our woods bare of precious 

fungi for profit and threatening some of our rarest mushrooms with extinction. 

But to start with the nice stuff: yesterday I went out on a tentative early-season forage 

and was amply rewarded:  

 
The chanterelles I spotted (and left) last week have grown substantially . . . 

 

 
We picked 1.5kg – one of my biggest ever hauls from a single patch – and now safely preserved ready for autumn forayers 

 



The first prime boletes were also coming up:  

 
This was about the size of a goose egg – around 150g at a guess. 

A newsletter reader from a few miles further south than me reports the following:  

Monday 7th. Went to favourite cep wood. A decent haul of chanterelles from 

an unexpected place and two fresh ceps. Evidence of some other ceps that 

had been slugged/moused? 

Saturday 12th; Prospected a new major forestry wood. After a good explore I 

found some undisturbed mature sitka and alongside an old track walked into 

a massive emergence of ceps. Picked over 5kg and left over 20kg. Included a 

lot of mature ones.  



Tuesday 15th: went back to favourite cep wood with a friend who is just 

getting into forgaging….on the strict understanding he was not to go back 

without me! 1.4kg of ceps picked, with another couple of kilos left that were 

too big (but not there a week ago) and 1.2 kg of others…mostly the very 

tasty Boletus luridformis and Clitopilus prunulus. The main bank which 

produces a lot of chanterelles only had a few small ones on it which I left. 

Didn’t get as far as the hedgehog spot.   

This is all a month early. I try to get out and about once a week from early 

August and it was only on the 7th September last year that I got my first 

1kg+ haul of ceps.  



    



That’s £200 at London delicatessen prices . . . 

 

The bad news is that at any moment we are about to read the first articles warning 

about gangs of East European commercial pickers stripping British woods bare of rare 

fungi. These will be total rubbish. To date there hasn’t been one person apprehended 

doing this, let alone prosecuted or convicted. But such stories are almost certain to 

appear and signs such as the one below are still likely to be posted in popular car parks.  

 

This was plastered everywhere around the New Forest last year. It has absolutely NO 

legal validity. I have reason to believe a toned down version is to appear this year (in 

part thanks to challenges that I and other have made to the so-called ‘ban’), but this 

may be unduly optimistic. 

   

 
Treat signs like this with a huge pinch of salt – they have no legal validity  

 
 

The real law is confusing: a muddle of unclear legislation dating back to the Forest Laws 

(which were incidentally passed 800 years ago this October) and case history. Basically, 

in Scotland you are probably entirely in the clear. In England and Wales you can pick for 

personal consumption, provided you are in a place you are entitled to be (eg public land, 

footpaths, Forestry Commission woods etc). There are one or two very rare grey areas – 

eg Hampstead Heath and Epping Forest – which were set up with their own acts of 

Parliament, but even here any attempted prosecution would probably fail if challenged.  



But if anyone wants to know more, I wrote a much article for Land magazine last year 

(see http://www.fungiforays.co.uk/foraging-and-the-law and click on the ‘law2’ button). 

I’m not a lawyer, but Britain’s leading expert in the field has read the piece and says it’s 

basically bang-on.   

Apart from this, get out there with your families and ‘gather ye porcini while ye may’ 

(there are scores to be found and they dry extremely well).  

 

Daniel Butler 

www.fungiforays.co.uk  

01597 811168 / 0779 429 4221 

 

P.S. As always, let me know if you want to be removed from the list and I will do it 

forthwith.  

http://www.fungiforays.co.uk/foraging-and-the-law
http://www.fungiforays.co.uk/

